Summary -Allozyme markers phosphoglucomutase (Pgm) and alcoholdehydrogenase (Adh) were used to determine the developmental time at which recessive lethal mutations of Drosophila melanogaster become effective. X-ray and EMS (ethyl-methane- 
INTRODUCTION
The effects of radiation and chemical mutagens have been studied intensively in many respects (see Lee, 1976; Sankaranarayanan and Sobels, 1976) . For the description of mutation risk it was especially important to know the exact doseeffect relations. However, other parameters such as the quality of induced mutations and their dominance in heterozygous individuals must also be known to obtain a reliable risk estimation. With respect to population genetics, a number of problems, such as soft vs hard selection, balancing selection etc, still appear to be unsolved, and the meaning of the so-called genetic load for the composition of natural populations is still a matter of discussion (see Wallace, 1991) .
Drosophila has been used as a good model organism for investigation of radiation and chemical mutagen risks. However, in almost all cases only the quantity and specificity of the induced mutations has been considered. Little information is available about the time at which new mutations start to display their negative effects. This is most probably due to methodological reasons. Studies by Hadorn and Chen (1952) Lewis and Bacher (1968) (Ayala et al, 1972) was sufficient to read the gels even for first instar larvae (fig 1) .
Determination of larval stage
The larval stages can be recognized in Drosophila from the shape of the mouth hooks (see Ashburner, 1989) (Kwon, 1990) , 11 strains could be classified as P strains. The origin of some of the natural lethals by P-element mediated mutagenesis can consequently not be excluded.
One of the Adh S chromosomes and one of the Pgm S chromosomes from nature that proved lethal-free were used for the radiation and for the EMS experiments (see Materials and Methods (Kwon, 1990 (Sperlich et al, 1982; Sperlich and Pfriem, 1986; Mestres et al, 1990 ). In addition, P elements were found to exist in the genomes of individuals of the population studied. Because of the coexistence of P-and M-cytotypes (Kwon, 1990; Anxolabehere et al, 1985) , Pelement mediated mutagenesis might be responsible for the origin of some of the lethal mutations studied. In conclusion, a generalization from the results presented here must be made with caution.
On the other hand, other differences between X-ray-induced, EMS- (Mukai et al, 1972) (Boorman and Levit, 1974; Wade, 1978) against late effective lethals.
